Read all instructions BEFORE assembly and USE of product.
KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.
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WARNING:

Failure to follow these warnings and the
instructions could result in serious injury
or death.

FALL HAZARD

To prevent falls, stop using the product when infant:
• Begins to roll over, or
• Can pull up on sides (approx. 5 months).
• Always use on floor. Never use on any elevated surface.
• Always use restraint system.

SUFFOCATION HAZARD
Infants have suffocated:
• On added pillows, blankets and extra padding.
-- Only use the pad provided by Baby Delight.
-- Never place extra padding under or beside infant.
• Always place child on back to sleep.
• Strings can cause strangulation! Never place items with a string around a child’s
neck such as hood strings or pacifier cords. Never suspend strings over product
or attach strings to toys.
• Never place product near a window where cords from blinds or drapes can
strangle a child.
• Always provide the supervision necessary for the continued safety of your child.
• When used for playing, never leave child unattended.
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Preventing Baby’s Head from Flattening
Pediatricians and child health organizations agree that healthy babies should be
placed on their backs to sleep for naps and at nighttime, to reduce the risk of
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). But babies who are always on their backs
can sometimes develop flat spots on their head (plagiocephaly).
Most cases of positional plagiocephaly can be prevented (and sometimes
corrected) by repositioning your baby to relieve pressure on the back of the head.
Here are some tips and techniques from the experts to keep in mind as you care
for your baby:
• Change the location of your baby’s sleeper or crib in the room, so your baby has
to look in different directions to see the door, or the window, or interesting things
going on around your baby.
• When your baby is awake, provide opportunities for adult-supervised “tummy
time” play. Playing on his tummy helps take the pressure off the back of your
baby’s head, which will help prevent flat spots from developing. Tummy time play
also helps your baby’s head, neck and shoulder muscles get stronger as part of
normal development.
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Preventing Baby’s Head from Flattening
(Continued)
• Try tummy time two or three times a day, for short periods of time, until your
baby gets used to being on the tummy. Once your baby begins to enjoy this
position, try longer periods of time or increase the frequency of tummy time play.
• Try to minimize the amount of time your baby spends in car seats, carriers and
bouncy seats while awake.
• Lastly, make sure you enjoy lots of “cuddle time” with your baby by holding your
baby upright over your shoulder.
For additional information on positional plagiocephaly and the benefits of tummy
time play for your baby, speak with your pediatrician or family physician.
National Institute of Health (NIH) Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development

Assembly/Operating
Assembling the Rocker:
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Remove Rocker from Bag
and unfasten buckle.
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Press Buttons on Front
legs and insert Front
legs into the Front feet
until you hear an audible
“click”. (Do not fully
extend Rocker left to
right yet.)

Plug the Upper head
Frame assembly (with
strap) into lower head
Frame matching letters
“A” to each other and
letters “B” to each other.
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Assembly/Operating - Continued
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To assemble the Cover, secure Cover
with Cleats fed through the two slots
in upper back area of cover.
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Pull bottom of Cover over bottom
of Frame.
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Slide Side Locks down on each side
until you hear an audible “click” and
Buttons pop out.

The Rocker is now ready to use.

3-Point Harness
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Place your baby in Harness and fasten
Buckles.
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Pull Harness straps to adjust fit.

Assembly/Operating - Continued
Folding Rocker
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Press Lock Buttons on each side until
you feel the Buttons release.

Press Buttons on Front Legs and lift
Legs out of Front Feet.
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Pull Cover up, squeeze Frame inward
and press down to collapse.

Place Buckle around Frame and
fasten. Place in Travel Bag.
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Care & Cleaning
IMPORTANT:
•

Cover: During regular use, the cover may become damp or soiled. Perodically
remove cover to air out and prevent moisture buildup. It is recommended
to machine wash once a week or as pad becomes soiled. Use non-chlorine
bleach only if needed. Tumble dry, low heat.

•

Plastic Insert: Moisture buildup may lead to mildew. Inspect inside pocket for
signs of mildew. To clean, make sure you are in a well-ventilated room. Mix
1 gallon (~4L) of water with 1.5c (0.35l) of chlorine bleach. Apply mixture to
a sponge and wipe the inside of the pocket clean as needed. After cleaning
with the bleach and water solution, wash again with mixture of mild detergent
and water. Rinse thoroughly with clean water, pat dry with towel.
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Pull Cover off the two Cleats and
remove Cover from Frame.

CAUTION:
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Repeat on other zipper for small
Plastic Support.
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Unzip and remove large Plastic
Support and unthread Harness
Buckles through slots.

•

Never use product without pad
insert.

•

Never use product without hard
plastic insert.

•

Always wear gloves and
protective eyewear and clothing
when cleaning with bleach.

•

Never mix bleach with ammonia
or any other household cleaners/
chemicals.

•

Use of bleach solution may result
in some fabric color loss.
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Care & Cleaning - Reassembly
1
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Insert large Plastic Support back
into Pocket and thread two Harness
Buckles through slots.
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To re-assemble the Cover, secure
Cover with Cleats fed through the two
slots.

Repeat for small Plastic Support.
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Pull bottom of Cover over bottom
of Frame. Refer to “Assembling the
Rocker” section to complete assembly.
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Limited Warranty
At Baby Delight, Inc. we make innovative and high quality products for babies,
children and their parents. We warrant this product to be free from defects in
material and workmanship existing at the time of manufacture for a period of
90-days from the date of initial purchase (sales receipt is required for proof of
purchase). If such a defect is discovered during the limited warranty period, we
will, at our sole option, repair or replace your product at no cost to you.
This limited warranty does not cover claims resulting from misuse, failure to
follow the instructions on installation, maintenance and use, abuse, alteration,
involvement in an accident, and normal wear and tear.
For warranty service or replacement part information:
Please call 1-401-333-6800, email info@babydelight.com, or write to Consumer
Services: 30 Martin Street, Suite 3C, Cumberland, RI 02864
Some replacement parts may be available for purchase after this limited warranty
expires. Please visit us at www.babydelight.com or call us at 1-401-333-6800
for details.

www.babydelight.com
©2018 Baby Delight, Inc.
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